**The Curse of the Dark Pharaoh (Revised Edition)**

An excerpt from the Arkham Advertiser:

After several delays, the "Legacy of the Pharaohs" exhibit at the Arkham Museum of History opened to the public last Tuesday to a large crowd. The exhibit features some of the oldest and most mysterious artifacts to be unearthed in Egypt, and is on display for the first time outside of Cairo.

The museum had scheduled the public debut of these items three weeks ago, but a series of strange troubles threatened to put the exhibit off indefinitely. Museum curator, Dr. Anthony Migliore commented, "We've had nearly a dozen employees unable to work due to illness or family tragedies. One of our docents stopped coming to work with no explanation at all."

Meanwhile, a dark and mysterious figure, garbed in ancient Egyptian raiments, has been seen roaming the streets. This man, it is said, is a living curse to all he encounters. Fear grips the city, and it falls to a small group of investigators to stop the supernatural evil that creeps through the streets of Arkham!

**Game Components**

The *The Curse of the Dark Pharaoh (Revised Edition)* expansion contains these components:

- 76 Investigator Cards
- 22 Exhibit Items
- 18 Exhibit Encounter Cards
- 21 Spells
- 7 Allies
- 4 Benefit Cards
- 4 Detriment Cards
- 90 Ancient One Cards
- 45 Arkham Location Cards
- 27 Gate Cards
- 18 Mythos Cards
- 1 Dark Pharaoh Herald Sheet
- 1 Ancient Whispers Marker
- 9 Patrol Markers

All cards from the *The Curse of the Dark Pharaoh (Revised Edition)* expansion are marked with a small Egyptian eye symbol on their fronts. This symbol will allow you to later separate them from your *Arkham Horror* cards if you choose to do so.

**Component Overview**

The following are summary descriptions of the various components included in *The Curse of the Dark Pharaoh (Revised Edition)*. They should help players identify the components and introduce players to how they are used.

**New Investigator Cards**

The new Spells and Allies are similar to those found in *Arkham Horror* and can simply be shuffled into their respective decks.

**Exhibit Item cards** represent the ancient Egyptian artifacts brought to Arkham as part of the "Legacy of the Pharaohs" museum exhibit. They are similar to Unique Items, but have no monetary value and can only be gained through Arkham, Other World, and Exhibit encounters.

**Exhibit Encounter cards** are drawn when an investigator is in the same street area as the Ancient Whispers marker during his Arkham Encounters Phase. These strange events are what befall the investigators as a result of their pursuit of the Exhibit Items.

**Benefit cards** grant an investigator advantageous abilities, while Detriment cards force an investigator to suffer disadvantages.

**Ancient Whispers Marker**

This marker represents rumors and reports about items from the "Legacy of the Pharaohs" exhibit appearing throughout Arkham. The marker moves through street areas, and when investigators encounter it, they draw an Exhibit Encounter card.

**Patrol Markers**

These markers are placed in street areas to represent the police and assorted citizens watching the streets to keep investigators out of their neighborhood. Investigators will need to use stealth when travelling through a patrolled area or wind up arrested.

**New Ancient One Cards**

The new Arkham Location, Mythos, and Gate cards are similar to those found in *Arkham Horror* and can simply be shuffled into their respective decks.

**Dark Pharaoh Herald Sheet**

This sheet represents a powerful supernatural entity that is preparing the way for the Ancient One. This sheet is only used in the "The Herald" variant described later in these rules.

**Setup**

Before you play your first game with the *The Curse of the Dark Pharaoh (Revised Edition)* expansion, carefully punch out the cardboard pieces so that they do not tear.

**Integrating the Expansion and the Base Game**

This edition of the *The Curse of the Dark Pharaoh* expansion is a revision of the original *Curse of the Dark Pharaoh*, published in 2006. Many of the rules and game components from the original edition have been changed for this revision, and the revised edition is not intended to be used at the same time as the original edition. If players have cards from the original edition integrated into their base game, they should remove those cards and return them to the box before integrating the components from the revised edition.

Before your first game of *Arkham Horror* using the *The Curse of the Dark Pharaoh (Revised Edition)* expansion, shuffle the Allies, Spells, Arkham Location cards, Mythos cards, and Gate cards into their respective decks.

**Expansion Setup**

When playing with the *The Curse of the Dark Pharaoh (Revised Edition)* expansion, perform the normal setup of the game as instructed in the *Arkham Horror* rulebook, with the following additions and changes listed below:

**1. Prepare Playing Area**

Place the Ancient Whispers marker on the Miskatonic University street area. Then, place the Patrol markers near the board.

**6. Separate Decks**

Place the four Benefit cards and four Detriment cards near the other Special cards. Then, shuffle the Exhibit Items into a deck and place them near the Unique Items. Finally, shuffle the Exhibit Encounter cards into a deck and place them near the Arkham Location cards.
**Expansion Rules**

These rules are used in addition to those in *Arkham Horror* when playing with the *The Curse of the Dark Pharaoh (Revised Edition)* expansion.

**Ancient Whispers and Exhibit Encounters**

The Ancient Whispers marker indicates a street area where an Exhibit Item is rumored to have been seen. Ever since the "Legacy of the Pharaohs" museum exhibit arrived in Arkham, a flurry of stories have cropped up about ancient Egyptian artifacts from the exhibit appearing around town. At setup, the Ancient Whispers marker is placed in the Miskatonic University street area.

During the Arkham Encounters Phase, an investigator who is in a street area with the Ancient Whispers marker must have an Exhibit Encounter. The player shuffles the Exhibit Encounters deck and draws a card from the deck. The player then reads the text aloud, and performs any actions indicated by the card text.

Each Exhibit Encounter card includes instructions to move the Ancient Whispers marker to a new street area. If an investigator is in the street area that the Ancient Whispers marker moves to during the Arkham Encounters Phase, he does not also have an Exhibit Encounter. No more than one investigator can have an Exhibit Encounter in a single turn.

Once the player has resolved any actions indicated by the card and moved the Ancient Whispers marker, he returns the card to the Exhibit Encounter deck.

(Note that if a game effect results in a gate marker being in this street area, the investigator does not have an Exhibit Encounter, but is instead drawn through the gate.)

If the Ancient Whispers marker did not move during the Arkham Encounters Phase, it moves during the Mythos Phase as if it were a monster with the moon dimensional symbol according to normal monster movement rules. (When moving the Ancient Whispers marker, disregard the presence of investigator markers in its current street area.) If the Ancient Whispers marker did move during the Arkham Encounters phase, it does not move during the Mythos Phase. The Ancient Whispers marker may not be removed from the board by any game effect. Note that the Ancient Whispers marker does not affect, nor is it affected by, any other tokens or markers on the board.

**Benefits and Detriments**

Certain Arkham encounters and Other World encounters instruct players to take one of the four Benefit cards (Anointed, Private Investigator, Psychic, or Visions) or one of the four Detriment cards (Harried, Local Guide, Tainted, or Wanted). A player may only take a card if it is not already in the possession of another player. If the card is already possessed by another player, the instructions to take the card are ignored.

Each Benefit and Detriment card includes a description of the conditions under which it is discarded. When a Benefit or Detriment card is discarded, it is returned to the place near the board where it was placed during setup and is once again available to be taken by any investigator instructed to do so.

Players may have multiple Benefit or Detriment cards in any combination.

**Patrolled Neighborhoods**

Certain Arkham encounters instruct players to place a Patrol marker on a specific street area. If there is already a Patrol marker on the street area, do not add a second Patrol marker. The citizens in a neighborhood with this marker have grown suspicious of the gun-toting, occult-obsessed investigators and are eager to see these dangerous madmen thrown in prison.